Camping Tips
Orientation: If you missed the orientation during the Delivery setup, please visit our You Tube Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qig6holVvyg to watch a run through of how to use the Trailer.
Awning: Please do not leave awning out if you leave the site. Retract the awning if it gets too windy, rainy, at
night and unattended.
Slide out: Please leave as is.
Water Heater: Should be turned on for you. If not, turn on and you can leave the switch in the on position. If
you are taking a shower you may need to wait 10 minutes for the water to become hot again for your next
shower. If hot water heater is not working, then turn off for 1 minute and then turn back on.
Water Pump: If you are hooked up to water then please leave the switch in the off position. If you do not
have water hook ups turn on.
Refrigerator: The orange light should be on. If off, blinking of if the second “check” light is on, then push the
ON button to OFF than ON again to reset.
Oven: If the oven is not working you need to light the pilot light under the oven pan. Turn the knob to pilot
on position while holding the knob in. If you have a hard time lighting the range top you may have air in the
lines.
Stove: To turn the stove on turn the oven knob to pilot and hold/press knob in for 25 seconds. While
PUSHING knob light the burner under the metal pan in the oven towards the back. You may have to turn the
knob two or three times while having the lighter light. Once pilot is light turn to desired temperature.
Thermostat: is located near the bunk beds in the rear of the trailer. Select a temperature for heat 50-65 and
A/C with electrical site 70-75. The AC will NOT work unless you have a site with electricity. The generator will
Not power the AC. Make sure all windows and doors are shut to insulate the desired temperature. The AC
may not function like you would expect if it is over 90 degrees outside.
TV/DVD: You must be hooked up and or the generator running to use the TV. If you are not seeing a pictures,
then you may have to press the input button on remote. Use input button on the TV to switch between TV
and DVD (AV or Component). Some TV’s have the DVD player inside the TV and others you put the DVD inside
the Radio in the CD. Then hit “Disc” to turn on DVD. Generator must be on for TV to work or plugged into an
electricity source.

A/C – TV/DVD and Microwave: Please only use one at a time. This would include blow drying or any other
type of devise that is plugged into an outlet.
Light Switches: If you turn the lights on by using the wall switch and the lights do not come on you may need
to switch the light on with the switch on the light fixture.
Black Tanks: If you are hooked up to sewage and the black water becomes full, then you need to “open” the
black tank on the outside of the trailer. Close when finished. If you do not have hook ups, then you need to
use the campground restrooms. All tanks are emptied after each rental. Sometimes debris is stuck on sensors
(toilet paper, etc) and a false read is registering.
Toilet: Use a 6 piece of TP per flush with enough water to get TP and waste down the drain. Tanks are
sensitive and can clogged easily at the top of blocking the rest of the tank. No feminine products should be
disposed of in the toilet, only septic safe TP.
Grey Tanks: If you are not hooked up to sewage and the tanks become full, you need to stop using the water
and used the campground facilities. To conserve water, turn water on and off while showering and doing
dishes. Sometimes debris is stuck on sensors (food, etc) and a false read is registering.
Conserve Water: Turn water on and off when showering. You only have about 15 minutes TOTAL of water
run time for the shower. Shower, kitchen sink and toilet are three different holding tanks so if you fill up the
shower you may still have room in the kitchen sink and toilet. If you run out of water or fill up the tanks we do
not add more water or dump the tanks as part of the service.
Batteries: Conserve electricity (do not use lights when not needed). Check battery levels about 6:00pm and
run generator if battery is below 2/3. All outlets run off of generator as well as the TV and microwave. If an
outlet is not working hit the reset button on the GFCI (maybe located in the bathroom or on kitchen outlet). If
you use a light while sleeping bring a battery-operated night light. Do not count on trailer batteries to power a
light all night. If you drain the batteries (run them to empty) an alarm will go off and refrigerator and
everything in the trailer will not have power. Run generator to recharge batteries. If this happens you may
need to run the generator for more than 2 hours to recharge a battery that has “died”.
Critter watch: The adventures of camping can include ants, mice and squirrels. They are all food driven
critters waiting for crumbs to be left behind. To avoid these unwanted visitors, follow these steps:
• Inside: Keep screens shut, food sealed tightly, trash can closed and dishes/countertops/floors clean.
• Outside: Keep campsite clean by throwing away all trash and removing all food from picnic tables.
Check in and Share: If you are on social media, check in, tag and/or share your pictures with us! We love to
see your adventures and share with our followers! @campingadventuresrentals

